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I would like to address Question 15 – Do the proposed assessment criteria
achieve the right balance to deliver the best value for money outcomes?
In response to this question, I believe there is more to consider when assessing
which areas represent best value for money than can be calculated by using
the number of premises located within the proposed new area or likewise
from measuring the length of a National or State Highway.
Regional communities such as Dysart contribute greatly to Australia’s export
income through their mining and agricultural industries, providing employment
and driving our nation’s economic growth. For regional economies to remain
strong they require the same access to infrastructure and services which allow
them to remain competitive with metropolitan areas. At present this is not the
case. The proposed method to determine service priority would disadvantage
our area and others like it which may not have the population density to
receive a preference for the allocation of funding. Our small population
already hinders our ability to secure a variety of local service outlets or
maintain the presence of local branches for services such as banking etc.
In order to maintain productive capacity and competitive viability, regional
businesses in these smaller communities need to access services that are
unavailable locally online, and therefore reliable telecommunication networks
are even more crucial in order to; manage their business, capitalise on
opportunities, remain current with emerging national and international
markets and access global supply chains when appropriate. Further the overall
sustainability of smaller regional communities depends on access to social,
educational and medical services which we are increasingly relying on
telecommunication services to ‘fill the gaps’ due to ‘cost effectiveness’. Again
the use of population figures for justification in assessment disadvantages us.
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Therefore the overall cost efficiencies of online service delivery need to be
included when considering areas that are relegated to this model of accessing
services, and these factors should be weighted to offer these areas higher
priority for improved Telecommunication services.
Lastly, the length of National or State Highways and arterial roads does not
reflect the frequency of their use and the true benefits for each road of
improved external antenna or handheld service. Many of the highways
throughout the Isaac region are Key mining and agricultural areas and
therefore significant transport routes, well utilised due to not only the general
operations of these businesses but also increases in their drive-in, drive-out
workforce. These ‘roads’ require improved telecommunications access for
both the rural properties which boarder them and the safety of users. It can
be several times a year that the roads accessing our township are flooded and
subject to consequent dangerous conditions. These roads are currently in
black spots for Telstra users with most of the township and surrounding area
having service completely unavailable with other National Mobile Network
Operators. Many visitors to our area travel the distance only to find that when
they require mobile coverage it is unavailable to them. In times of accident or
emergency this can create a critical situation.
In Summary, there are many factors which should be evaluated when
considering the value and outcomes of mobile coverage improvements. The
proposed methods outlined in the discussion paper could work to further
marginalise residents of small rural/regional communities and do more to
‘widen the gap’ than provide solutions to accessibility.
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